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How does a manager learn to make strategic marketing decisions? The most obvious way, and perhaps the most valuable if you were to have the opportunity, is to work your way up the organization and observe how senior executives deal with strategic issues. Then, when the opportunity presents itself, combine what you have learned with your own marketing philosophy to do the best you can. ill this ideal world, there would never be "negative consequences" for mistakes, because the fear of losing our job or looking stupid restricts our willingness to try creative or unusual solutions that might not work. We learn best from our mistakes. Unfortunately, such opportunities are not practical in most organizations.
Even if this approach were feasible, it is very risky; and business firms, hospitals, educational institutions, and other organizations trust important strategic decision making only to the most "seasoned managers." For this reason, the case method has been successfully used to give aspiring managers opportunities to make strategic decisions without "betting the organization" on the outcome. In other words, cases offer an opportunity to deal with real decisions in a low-risk environment - an opportunity to try creative and unusual solutions.
LEARNING THROUGH CASE ANALYSIS
Cases contain situations actually faced by managers documented in a way that makes them useful in training decision makers. The decisions required to solve cases represent a wide range of complexity so that no two are addressed in exactly the same manner.
CASES: REAL AND IMAGINED
Many different types of cases are used in strategic marketing texts. Sometimes the cases are invented to illustrate a specific point. Usually these appear as /1 Ajax Corporation" or some similar name. Other cases are real but disguised. A writer may, for example, have information from an organization such as IBM or Maytag Corporation, but the company, for some reason, has requested that the case author not use its name. The information and the situation are real. Only a few cases in this book are disguised. If a case has been disguised, there is a statement in the footnote at the bottom of the first page of the case.
Most cases describe real and undisguised, ongoing organizations dealing; with today's problems and opportunities. ill addition, there are less well-known cases that have
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been because of the important issues they present to prospective managers.
Sometimes the issues presented are not "problems" in the negative sense of something being wrong or impending doom for the company. Often the greatest challenge facing an organization is recognizing and acting on an opportunity rather than solving a problem.
Cases that have obvious solutions upon which everyone agrees are not good aids to learning decision-making skills. Managers rarely face decisions where the solution is self-evident to everyone. This does not mean that there are no good and bad answers or solutions in case analysis. However, the evaluation of a case analysis as good, better, or best is more often based on the approach and logic employed rather than on the precise recommendation offered.
CASES AND STRATEGIC MARKETING
Cases add realism that is impossible to achieve in traditional lecture classes, a realism that comes from the essential nature of cases. We may justifiably complain that cases fail to provide all the information necessary for decision making, but the fact is that decision makers never have all the information they want or need when they face strategic decisions. Risks must be taken in case analysis just as in any other decision-making activity.
Risk Taking in Case Analysis
Decisions about the future involve uncertainty. Strategic decision making, because it is futuristic and involves judgment, is particularly risky. Decision making under conditions of uncertainty requires that we devise some means of dealing with the risks faced by managers. Cases are valuable aids in this area because they allow us to practice making decisions in low-risk environments. A poor case analysis may be embarrassing, but at least it will not result in the bankruptcy of the company. At the same time, ~e lessons learned by solving cases and participating in discussions will begin to build problem-solving skills.
Unfortunately, many future decision makers are not familiar with how to analyze cases. Customarily, prospective managers learn how to succeed as students by taking objective examinations, writing occasional term papers, and crunching numbers on a computer, but they seldom solve real case problems. For this reason this appendix may be helpful-not to prescribe how all cases should be solved but to offer some initial direction on how to "surface" the real issues presented in the cases.
Solving Case Problems
Solving a case is much like solving any problem. First, the issues are defined, information is gathered, and alternatives are generated, evaluated, selected, and implemented. Although the person solving the case seldom has the opportunity to implement a decision, he or she should always keep in mind that recommendations must be tempered by the limitations imposed on the organization in terms of its human and nonhuman resources. As the strengths and weaknesses of the recommendations are analyzed, lessons are learned that can be applied to future decision making.
ALTERNATIVE PERSPECTIVES: PASSION OR OBJECTIVITY
Different hypothetical roles can be assumed when analyzing cases. Some students prefer to think of themselves as the chief executive or key administrator in order to impose
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a perspective on the problems presented in the case. This allows us the liberty to become a passionate advocate of a particular course of action. Others like to observe the case from the detached objectivity of a consultant who has been employed by the organization to solve a problem.
Either perspective can be assumed, but we believe the first offers some unique advantages. Because there are no absolutely correct or incorrect answers to complex cases, the most important lesson to learn is why managers behave as they do, why they select one alternative over all others, and why they pursue specific strategies under the conditions presented in the case. Becoming the manager, at least mentally, helps us learn the lessons case histories have to teach. On the other hand, a consultant may be able to look at a situation more objectively. If you are having difficulty developing a solution for a particularly challenging case, try assuming a different perspective.
Looking at a case from different perspectives assists in moving beyond strategy to implementation and includes political issues within the organization, including the importance of interpersonal preferences in decision making.
Although the approach outlined here is logical, it is important to remember that each case should be approached and appreciated as a unique opportunity for problem solving. The unlimited combinations of organization, industry, and environment make every case different.
DOING YOUR HOMEWORK
Effective case analysis begins with data collection. This means carefully reading the case, rereading it, and sometimes reading it again. Rarely can we absorb enough information from the first reading of a comprehensive case to adequately solve it. Therefore, collect information and make notes about details as the case unfolds. We have found that if the case is read several days ahead of the due date, the student has the opportunity for "free" thinking time-when you stand in line for tickets, in traffic, in the shower, and so on.-Although some people are creative under pressure, too much pressure leads to poor case analysis.
Getting Information
The information required to successfully solve a case comes in two forms. The first type of information is given as part of the case and customarily includes things such as the history of the organization. its form of organization and management, its financial condition, and its current marketing strategy. Frequently a case will include information about the industry and maybe even some problems shared by competing firms. This is the easy part because the author of the case has done the work.
A second type of information is "obtainable." This information is not given in the case or by the instructor but is available from secondary sources in the library in familiar magazines and related publications. Obtainable secondary information helps us understand the nature of the industry, the competition, and other important environmental factors at the time of the case. Unless your instructor indicates otherwise, you should not investigate beyond the time of the case. It is natural, once you may have discovered what the company actually did in a given situation, to think that its response was the "correct" one. Often other solutions would have been better.
If the case does not include industry information, your instructor may expect you to do some detective work before proceeding. Find out what is happening in the industry and learn enough about trends to position the problems discussed in the case in a
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broader industry context. The culture of the organization or the style of the chief executive officer may also constitute relevant information.
CASE ANALYSIS
In the following discussion, one method of case analysis is presented. This approach, illustrated in Exhibit 1, offers a process or way of thinking about cases rather than prescribing the only way to approach the task of case analysis. Exhibit 1 is a model or outline that may be used to direct your thinking about solving problems and developing strategic marketing plans. This general framework for thinking through problems or opportunities can be applied to a variety of organizations. We believe this approach to case analysis is useful because it is a logical method of decision making.
First, it is important that we learn about the economic, social, technological, and political environments facing the organization. We-begin with economic, social, political, and technological aspects of the general environment and then progress to the spe-
cifics of the industry in which the firm competes.	
EXHIBIT 1 An Outline for Case Analysis ,
1. Situational Analysis
A. External Environmental Analysis
1. General Environmental Analysis-Economic, Social, Political, Technological 2. Industry Analysis-Economic, Social, Political, Technological
3. Market Analysis
B. Internal Environmental Analysis
1. Evaluation of the Mission
2. Evaluation of the Objectives
. 3. Evaluation of the Functional Areas
a. Marketing
b. Finance
c. Production
d. Human Resources
4. Evaluation of Marketing Strategies
a. Target Market
b. Product Strategies
c. Pricing Strategies
d. Distribution Strategies
e. Promotional Strategies
(1). Advertising Strategies
(2). Selling Strategies
(3). Public Relations/Publicity Strategies
(4). Sales Promotion Strategies
	C. Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) Analysis
II. Identification of the Problem (Opportunity) 
III. Development of Strategic Alternatives 
IV. Evaluation of the Strategic Alternatives
V. Recommendations
VI. Implementation 
VII. Finalizing the Report
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Next, we gather as many facts as we can about the environment of the organization under examination. This may be a consumer durable-goods manufacturer, hospital, retail operation, or industrial-goods marketer. We then relate the strategic capabilities. of the organization to the external environment. A thorough and objective analysis of the organization's internal strengths and weaknesses is required. It is also necessary to understand the unique culture of the organization, including its mission and strategic objectives. .
Next, the capabilities and interactions of the various subsystems-marketing, finance, operations, personnel-must be evaluated. These subsystems will determine, to a great extent, the likelihood that a particular strategy will be implemented. Although marketing strategy might dictate introduction of a new product line, financing may be too limited or the plant already may be operating at full capacity.
Once the situational analysis is complete,' strategic alternatives can be generated as possible solutions to the problems identified in the case. This is the strategy formulation stage and is an important part of solving strategic marketing cases. The strategic direction is determined on the basis of the unique" fit" between the organization's internal strengths and weaknesses and the external opportunities and threats. Companies should attempt to take advantage of the opportunities in the environment and avoid .the threats-based on organizational strengths. Organizational weaknesses may suggest areas that management needs to investigate and change, especially if a weakness is related to a threat.
The problem is identified, strategic alternatives generated, and a course of action is recommended. Finally, the effectiveness of the chosen strategic alternative must be evaluated. Because of the nature of case analysis, this aspect of strategic control is not always possible. However, at least some thought must be given to the likely outcomes resulting from different strategic choices.
SITUATION ANALYSIS-A CLOSER LOOK
The first step in case analysis is to understand the environment, the organization, the industry, and the decision makers at the time a strategic decision is needed. This is called "situation analysis" because we must understand the circumstances and the environment facing the organization if good decisions are to result from our analysis. Situation analysis is one of the most important steps in analyzing a case. The list below highlights some of the important areas that might be included in this stage of case analysis.
A. External Environmental Analysis 1. The General Environment.
	What are the macro environmental factors that will affect the organization?
'What are the prevailing economic conditions affecting the nation or world? What regulatory philosophies, trends, and legislation will affect citizens and organizations within the society? What lifestyle and demographic factors are changing and how rapidly? What technological forces are likely to influence strategic decision making?
2. The Environment Within the Industry.
What is the size of the industry? Growth trends?
What is the nature of the competition? How many direct competitors are there, and is the competition increasing or decreasing? What are the relative market shares of the different competitors? Which organizations are indirect competitors?
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What are the macroenvirorunental factors that will affect the industry? What are the prevailing economic conditions? What regulatory philosophies, trends, and legislation will affect the industry? What lifestyle and demographic factors are changing and how rapidly? What technological forces are likely to influence strategic decision making within the industry?
3. The Market.
Who are the organization's primary customers-baby boomers, the elderly, working mothers? To what extent are the customers loyal to the organization's products and services? Is price the only major determinant in the purchasing decision? Will customers travel and otherwise be inconvenienced to
	obtain the organization's products and services?	.
How sophisticated are the organization's customers in terms of their buying habits and processes? What does this tell management about advertising and promotion?
Is the market for the organization's products geographically concentrated? Located in the top 100 ADIs (areas of dominant influence)?
Are market segments easily identified? Are different strategies for each feasible or advisable?
B. Internal Environmental Analysis
1. Mission. Does the organization have a clear sense of mission? Is there a mission statement and is it communicated to those responsible for accomplishing it? Does the organization have the human and nonhuman resources necessary to accomplish its mission?
2. Objectives. Are there well-developed and communicated long- and short
	range objectives? Are they shared with those responsible for achieving them?
3. Functional Area Analysis. Are the functional areas working synergistically to achieve the organization's objectives?
Are the financial resources needed to compete available, or is the organization undercapitalized, too highly leveraged, or not leveraged enough? How do the key financial ratios of this organization compare with others in the industry and region?
Is the organization operating at capacity? Are equipment, facilities, and so forth new and up-to-date? Are the company's products labor-intensive? Is quality at a desirable level?
Are the organization's managers and employees skilled in their work? Is turnover a factor? Is there a shortage of trained personnel to fill jobs?
4. Marketing Strategies. Are the organization's marketing strategies appropriate to achieve the organization's objectives?
How sophisticated is the organization in terms of its marketing activities? How flexible are the organization's marketing policies? When was the last time management tried something new and innovative in the area of marketing? More important, perhaps, has the organization ever done any serious marketing of its services?
What about products and services? Does the organization offer a full range of products? Is the present product mix complementary, or does the organization compete with itself in some areas? Could the overall level of business
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be significantly increased if selected new products and services were added? Should any products or services be discontinued?
Are the company's prices acceptable to customers? Me the prices above, at, , or below competition? What image is price meant to convey? .
Has the appropriate channel(s) of distribution been identified and utilized? Is distribution national or regional? Is company ownership of the channel. appropriate? Would intensive, selective, or exclusive distribution be most appropriate? Is location an important factor?
Has serious thought been given to a promotion strategy? What is the proper blend of the promotional elements-advertising, personal selling, publicity,
	and sales promotion?'	.
If you are not comfortable with your answers' to this list of questions, read the case for a second or third time.
Purpose or Mission of the Organization
Peter Drucker says that anyone who wants to "know" a business must start with understanding its purpose or mission.! If a mission statement is included in the case, does it serve the purpose of communicating to the public why the organization exists? Mission statements provide valuable information, but they also leave much to be inferred and even imagined. Missions are broad, general statements outlining what makes the organization unique.
A good mission should answer a series of questions. When you read ilie assigned case, ask if you know enough about the organization's mission to confidently speculate about the following:
1. Who are the customers? The customers may be children, older adults, women, or patients in a hospital. This group or these groups must be identified before any serious strategic analysis of the organization can be initiated.
2. What are the organization's principal services? Does the organization have
	unique experience and expertise in some areas of specialization?
3. Where does the organization intend to compete? Is the case about a small re
	tail outlet that competes only in one local market, or is it a regional or national
	force in the delivery of consumer goods?
4. Who are the competitors? Is the case about an industrial product with a few well-known competitors, or does it operate in a market along with many other similar competitors? In other words, how much competition is actually present inJhe market(s) where the organization competes or intends to compete?
5. ,What is the preference of the organization with regard to its public image? If a large clothing manufacturer wants to be perceived in certain ways, it may have to limit its options when defining and solving strategic issues. Is it, for example, important to the leadership of the clothes manufacturer that it be regarded as a producer of designer clothing or a good value for the money?
6. What does the organization want to be like in the future? Does the informa
	tion in the case indicate the organization wants to continue to operate as it
1Peter F. Drucker, Management: Tasks, Responsibilities, and Practices (New York: Harper & Row, 1974).
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does at the present time, or does it wish to expand its markets and services offered or even change its own basic operating philosophy?2
If a formal mission statement is not presented in a case, it may be important to attempt to construct one based on the information provided.
Objectives: More Specific Directions
Mission statements are broad and provide general direction. Objectives should be specific and explicitly point to where the organization is expected to be at a particular time in the future. Sometimes the case will indicate what the organization plans to achieve in the next year, where it hopes to be in three years, or even its five-year objectives. As with mission statements, if the objectives are not explicitly stated, there is a need to speculate about them because they will be the standards against which the success or failure of a particular strategy will be evaluated.
When constructing or modifying organization objectives, be sure they are as measurable as possible. This is important so that decision makers can use them as a reflection of organizational priorities and as a way of determining how to set their own personal and professional priorities. Make sure that the objectives are motivational and inspirational, yet feasible and attainable. Moreover, because strategic marketing is futuristic and no one can predict the future with complete accuracy, objectives should always be adaptable to the changing conditions taking place in the organization and in the industry. Sometimes an organization will have to face a major strategic problem simply because it was unwilling to alter its objectives in light of changing conditions in
the industry.	.
As a test of your own understanding of. the organization under examination, before attacking problems, reflect on what your reading of the case told you about the mission and objectives of the organization. Are the objectives being pursued consistent
with what you understand to be the mission of the organization? Are the aspirations of the organization's managers realistic in view of the competition and the organization's strengths and weaknesses?
Strategic Marketing Issues
Once the corporate mission and objectives have been reviewed, the current marketing strategies should be evaluated. A good starting point for this analysis is to consider the company's stated target market in relation to what you have discovered concerning the external environment. Proper identification of the target market is a key decision in strategic marketing. In most cases you should consider such questions as:
1. Has the market be~ segmented by competitors? What is the basis for segmentation? Which segments are the largest? Which have the most potential? How well are the segments being served?
2. Is the total market growing? Is the company's segment growing? Is the com
	pany's segment of the market large enough to support the product or service?
3. Are there segments that are not currently being served? Could the company
	successfully serve these markets?
2John Pearce n and Fred David, "Corporate Mission Statements: The Bottom Line." Academy of Management Executive, May, 1987, pp. 109-116.
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4. Are the company's products and services matched well with the specified tar
	get market? '		
	5. Are there any economic, social, political, regulatory, technological, or compet
itive changes anticipated that will change the dynamics of the industry?
In addition to these important questions, you should do a complete analysis of the marketing mix developed to meet the needs of the target market. This analysis will require you to perform a comparative analysis of industry pricing practices, promotional approaches, distribution methods, and product attributes. Because the marketing mix for direct and indirect competitors is linked with their segmentation strategies, you will gain new insights about the dynamics of the industry. If you are to develop an effective marketing strategy, you need to understand the key "players" in the industry.
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats
Once we have reviewed our situation, a better evaluation of the opportunities and threats facing the organization can be made. Moreover, we must be able to look objectively at our own organization and ask: "Given the organization's apparent strengths and weaknesses, how do we take advantage of our opportunities and avoid the dangers in the environment?" An effective way of asking these questions is with the use of SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) analysis. Exhibit 2 presents an example of how SWOT analysis is organized.
An illustration may help you to understand how SWOT analysis relates strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. Suppose in the case that you are studying, the chief executive officer of a regional restaurant chain specializing in steaks is considering expansion into a new geographic region (market development). An environmental analysis confirms that people are increasingly eating out because of more disposable income, more two-income families, and less time available for meal preparation. In addition, the analysis has revealed that the market is extremely large and well segmented.
EXHIBIT 2 Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) Analysis
Internal Strengths
1. The ability to deliver a quality product
	at a reasonable price.
2. Strong consumer franchise in the
	southeastern region of the United
	States.
3. Operating at near-capacity with
	current menu.
4. Strong in current market niche.
External Opportunities
1. Eating out is increasing in the United
States.
2. Dining-out market is extremely large.
Internal Weaknesses 1. Limited menu.
2. Limited geographic area.
3. Limited number of qualified restaurant
	managers.
4. Aging restaurants.
External Threats
1. Health trends in the consumption of
red meat.
2. Aggressive competition.
3. Decline in the steak segment of the
eating-away-from-home market.
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Also, it has been determined that interest rates are at a 20-year low and expansion could be financed through debt. Research reveals that the consumption of red meat is on the decline and there is a trend toward declining market share for steak-menu restaurants. In addition, there is increasing competition in the non-red meat segment.
The CEO believes that the restaurant chain has a number of internal strengths. It has, for example, a reputation for delivering a quality product at a reasonable price. It has developed a strong image and loyalty in the southeastern region of the United States. In addition, the chain is operating at near-full capacity with their steak menu. There are few strong competitors in its niche of the market. A review of the restaurant chain's financial statements indicated that it could easily absorb additional debt financing that would be necessary for aggressive expansion.
The CEO does worry about the chain's limited menu. In addition, many of the company's restaurants are aging and will need to be remodeled in the coming years. Although management is currently strong, finding well-qualified restaurant managers is becoming increasingly difficult. The CEO also worries that, because of his current level of penetration in the southeastern market, further growth will be limited without expansion into a new geographic market.
Through the use of SWOT analysis, the CEO can systematically look at the opportunities, threats, strengths, and weaknesses and make a more informed decision.
FINDING PROBLEMS
From your very first reading, start to list the strategic marketing problems and opportunities facing the organization. When a problem is discovered, mark it for more-detailed examination. Situation analysis is designed to surface present and potential problems. Perhaps there are few, if any, apparent problems. In case analysis, problems include not only the usual idea of a "problem" but also situations in which things may be working well but improvements are possible. As noted previously, the "problem" may actually be an opportunity that can be capitalized on by the organization if it acts consciously and decisively.
When we analyze things carefully, patterns can be detected, and discrepancies between what actually is and what ought to be become more apparent. In other words, fundamental issues, not mere symptoms, begin to emerge.
Looking for Real Causes, Not Symptoms
It is important to realize that the things observed in an organization and reported in a case may not be the "real" or essential problems and opportunities. Often what we observe are the symptoms of more-serious core problems. For example, declining sales appears to be a problem in many case analyses. In reality, the problem may be poor training of the sales force, inferior product quality, distribution problems causing out of stocks, incorrect positioning, prices that are too high (or too low), and so forth. The fundamental problem, however, might be changes in the demographics of the market. Problems may have more than a single cause, so do not be overly confident when a single, simple reason is isolated. In fact, the suggestion of a simple solution should increase rather than decrease our skepticism.
Getting to core problems requires that information be carefully examined and analyzed, and quantitative tools can often help. Financial ratio analysis of the exhibits in
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cluded in the case will sometimes be helpful in identifying the real problems. Appendix B illustrates how financial analysis and information can be used to identify core prob-
lems in an organization.	.
In arriving at the ultimate determination of core problems, case analysis should never be "paralyzed by analysis" and waste more time than is necessary on identifying problems. At the same time, premature judgments about problem areas should not be made because of the risk of missing the "real" issues.
Always review the obtainable sources of data before moving to the next step. One general guideline is that when research and analysis cease to generate surprises (when we can confidently say, "1 have seen that before"), we can feel relatively, but not absolutely, sure that adequate research has been conducted and the core problems have been identified.
Identifying Important Issues
Once the problems are identified, they must be precisely stated and the selection defended. The best defense for the selection of the core problem is the data set used to guide the problem-discovery process. The reasons for selection of the problems and issues should be briefly and specifically summarized along with the supportive information upon which judgments have been based.
The problem-statement stage is not the time for solutions. Focusing on solutions at this point will reduce the impact of the problem statement. If the role of consultant has been assumed, the problem statement must be convincing, precise, and logical to the client organization or credibility will be reduced; If the role of the strategic decision maker has been selected, you must be equally convincing and precise. The strategic decision maker should be as confident as possible that the correct problems have been identified in order to pursue appropriate opportunities. After all, the manager will be the one responsible ensuring things actually happen and strategies are actually implemented.
The statement of the problem should relate only to those areas of strategy and operations where actions have a chance of producing results. The results may be either increasing gains or cutting potential losses. Long- and short-range aspects of problems should also be identified and stated. In strategic analysis the emphasis is on long-range problems rather than merely patching up emergencies and holding things together.
It is important to keep in mind that most strategic decision makers can deal with only a limited number of issues at a single time. Therefore, identify key result areas that will have the greatest positive impact on organizational performance.
Analysis
When the problems in the case are satisfactorily defined, they must be analyzed. This
 involves generating alternative solutions and evaluating the alternatives. This should not be done without thinking about and using the concepts that you have previously learned in marketing and other courses that you have taken.
Developing a Theoretical Perspective
One of the most serious mistakes made in case analysis is to attempt analysis inside a "theoretical vacuum." It is important that the problems be defined and opportunities be evaluated according to some consistent theoretical perspective. Do not be afraid to use the concepts and terms that you have learned from various marketing classes. At the
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Same time, do not "load" your analysis with explanations and definitions of those con- cepts and terms. Your professor has taught those ideas, and fellow students are sup
posed to know them.	,
It might be that problems concerning lack of revenue growth are really problems of not responding adequately to customer needs-the lack of a marketing orientation. In the past, some organizations have tended to disregard the importance of the "strategic decision" to focus on the customer. Many revenue shortfalls could be resolved with the use of the relatively simple marketing philosophy. A proper theoretical perspective, for example, might suggest that consumers are less concerned with the location than they are with how they are treated when they arrive.
Diffusion of innovation is a concept that could be used to explain why a product in the introductory stage of the product life cycle is not increasing in sales as rapidly as the company had hoped. Suggesting that a dominant firm ill an industry buyout competition to increase market share illustrates that you do not understand the forms of business competition and the constraints facing each form. Do not become so focused on the case that you forget the realities of the marketplace.
Alternative Actions and Solutions
If the job of obtaining and organizing information has been done well, the generation of alternatives will be a challenging yet attainable task. Good alternatives possess specific characteristics. They should be practical, or no one will seriously consider them. Alternative courses of action that are too theoretical or abstract to be understood by those who have to accomplish them are not useful. Alternatives should be carefully stated with a brief justification of why they are useful ways of solving at least one of the core problems in the case. Alternatives should be specific. Relate each alternative to the core problem it is intended to address. This is a good check on your work. If the alternatives generated do not directly address core problems, ask yourself if they are important to the case analysis or whether they should be eliminated from consideration.
Finally, alternatives should be usable. A usable alternative is one that can be reasonably accomplished within the constraints of the financial and human resources available to the organization. Alternatives should be ones that can be placed into action in a relatively short period of time. If it takes too long to implement a proposed solution, it is likely that the momentum of the recommended action will be lost. Of course, implementation should always take place in light of potential long-range effects of shorter-term decisions.
After the alternatives have been generated and listed, each one must be (1) evaluated in terms of the core problems and key result areas isolated in the prior analysis, (2) evaluated in terms of its relative advantage or disadvantage compared with other possible solutions to core problems, and (3) justified as a potentially valuable way of addressing the strategic issues found in the case.
Evaluating Alternatives
Alternatives should be evaluated according to both quantitative and qualitative criteria. Break-even analysis provides one basis for examining the impact of different courses of action. However, a good alternative course of action is more than merely the one with the lowest breakeven. A poorer quality product, offered at a low price, would achieve a low breakeven, but would it diminish the prestige of the company's other brands? What other long-term effects might occur?
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Carefully think through the advantages and disadvantages of each alternative. All alternatives have disadvantages; you cannot ignore an evaluation/assessment of the risks associated with an alternative~. Sometimes information in the case will provide the basis for evaluating the alternatives. The company states that it is intent on growth but refuses to borrow money. Which alternatives can offer growth at a very low cost?
Once the alternatives have been evaluated, one must be selected. At this point it is absolutely essential to completely understand the criteria upon which the selection is being made and the justification for the criteria. Sometimes the key to identifying the criteria is in the case itself. At other times it is necessary to look outside to what is going on in the industry. Is competition for services so fierce that capital investment decisions are likely to radically affect the organization's ability to compete? If so, should the organization intentionally postpone short-term actions to ensure sufficient resources are dedicated to modernization of facilities and the purchase of up-ta-date technologies in order to improve the chances of long-range growth and development?
Making Recommendations
Making good recommendations is a critical aspect of successful case analysis. If recommendations are theoretically sound and justifiable, people will pay attention to them. If they are not, little is likely to result from all the work done to this point.
One effective method for presenting recommendations is to relate each one to organizational strengths. Or, if necessary, a recommendation can illustrate how it assists in avoiding known weaknesses. For example, if the marketing resources are limited, it will be important to avoid recommendations that rely on resources that are not available; Beware of recommending marketing research. In most instances, the decision maker does not have six months or a year that it would take to perform the research. If you see no other alternative, specify concisely the type of research you would do, what results you expect, what decision you would make based on the results expected, and your prediction about the likelihood of the results you expect. In case analysis, further research is a difficult recommendation to support.
Implementation
Once the strategic alternative(s) has been selected to recommend, implementation has to be considered. Implementation moves the decision maker from the realm of strategic marketing to marketing management. The question becomes, "How do we get all this done in the most effective and efficient way possible?"
The task of case analysis cannot require that the student implement a decision in a real firm. However, because alternatives must be "implementable," it is necessary that thought be given to how each alternative would actually be put into action. Implementation requires two important steps for each recommended alternative. First, the decision maker must decide what activities are needed to accomplish the alternative action. This involves thinking through the process and outlining all the steps that will be required. Next, the list of required activities should be carefully reviewed to determine who in the organization will be assigned the responsibility for accomplishing the different tasks.
Although implementation is not generally possible in case analysis, it is important that consideration be given to how, in a real organization, the recommendations would be accomplished. If, in the process of thinking about completing the different activities it becomes apparent that the organization does not have the resources nor the structure to accomplish the recommendations, other approaches should be proposed.
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Finalizing the report
The preparation and presentation of the case report are the end result of case analysis. The report can be either written or oral, depending on the preference of the instructor, but the goal is the same - to summarize and communicate in an effective manner what the analysis has uncovered. In view of the strategic problems and the operational condition of the organization, the alternative courses of action can now be generated and listed. Each of the alternatives can then be evaluated. When the evaluation is complete, the recommendations should be presented in considerable detail and particular attention given to the problem of implementation.
Conclusions
Case analysis is an art, and there is no one precise way of accomplishing the task. Adapt the analysis to the case problem under review. The thing to keep in mind is that case analysis is a logical process that involves (1) understanding the organization, industry, and environment; (2) clear definition of strategic problems and opportunities; (3) generation of alternative courses of action; (4) analysis, evaluation, and recommendation of the most promising courses of action; (5) and at least some consideration of implementation.
The work of case analysis is not over until all these stages are completed. Often a formal written report or oral presentation of the recommendations is required (see Appendix C). Case analysis and presentation should always be approached and accomplished in a professional manner. Case problems provide a unique opportunity to integrate all you have learned about decision making and direct it toward specific problems and opportunities faced by real organizations. It is an exciting way to gain experience and decision-making skills. Take it seriously and develop your own systematic
and defensible way of solving strategic marketing problems.	.
Edge, Alfred G., and Denis R. Coleman. The Guide to Case Analysis and Reporting, 3rd ed. Hono
	lulu: System Logic, 1986.
Ronstadt, Robert. The Art of Case Analysis. Dover, MA: Lord, 1980.
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Appendix B: Financial Analysis for Strategists
Bennie H. Nunnally, Jr.
INTRODUCTION
Marketers cannot make decisions without considering the financial implications of those decisions. It requires capital to pursue growth opportunities, to battle for market share as a challenger against a strong market leader, to introduce new products, and to try a multitude of other alternatives that a marketing manager may consider. But does the firm have sufficient flexibility, in a financial sense, to pursue one or more alternatives? An investigation of the firm's financial condition can lead to better decision making. 
Financial condition is represented by the firm's profitability, liquidity, asset management, and financing pattern. Although profitability is probably self-explanatory, the other concepts, which may be observed and analyzed from the firm's financial statements, will briefly be explained. Liquidity represents the firm's ability to pay its current liabilities (e.g., accounts payable, wages/taxes payable) out of its current assets (e.g., cash and accounts receivable). Asset management information reveals the firm's ability to make use of its cash, land and buildings, and equipment in order to increase the value of the firm. The firm's financing pattern refers to the amount of debt used by the firm to finance its assets, and how, if at all, that pattern compares to similar firms or to
the firm's own operating history:	
Once specific alternatives have been determined and marketing managers are assessing the costs and benefits of each alternative, break-even analysis can provide additional useful information. Break-even analysis has as its foundation those factors that affect profit sales volume, variable costs, and fixed costs. Break-even volume is that level of sales wherein profit is zero, or revenue equals fixed plus variable (total) costs.
	Financial planners, marketers, and others involved in planning are interested in
	" the break-even concept because it highlights the sales volume of the firm's products.
	The level of sales affects profitability, production, purchasing, personnel, and more, and
	bears directly on the need for funds, either short-term or long-term.
THE BASIC FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The financial statements issued by for-profit firms are found in their annual reports. The annual report is both an official (audited financial statement) and unofficial (management assessments and projections of a relatively nonquantitative nature) record of the company's position at that point in time. An annual report is issued by all firms whose stock is publicly traded. The financial statements found in the annual report are
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the balance sheet, income statement, statement of changes in financial position, and the  statement of retained earnings.
To analyze financial statements it is necessary to understand the relationship among the statements. In order to understand such an interrelationship it is important to become familiar with each individual statement. A first step in becoming skillful in statement. analysis is to learn the general format. If the format is familiar, it becomes
much easier to learn the techniques of analysis.
For example, there is a pattern to the structure or format of the balance sheet. Simply, the balance sheet items are arranged in descending order of liquidity. Familiarity with the statements will greatly contribute to the interesting, useful, and, yes, marketable things that will be learned in this note.
Exhibits 1, 2, 3, and 4 illustrate the financial statements of the Wick Manufacturing Company. The format of each statement is typical of those released by most firms. Wick manufactures various paper and cardboard containers, and most sales are to the grocery industry.
The Income Statement
The firm's income statement, sometimes called a profit and loss statement, reflects the sales less the expenses related to making those sales for a specific period of time. Taxes are also shown on .the income statement, with a final figure being net income. In Exhibit 1 the net income after tax is divided 'by the number of common shares outstanding to reflect the earnings as it applies to each share of outstanding common stock (earnings per share, or EPS). In addition, the amount of net income actually paid out as dividends is shown on Wick's income statement. The dividends paid are based on a predeter-
EXHIBIT 1 Wick Manufacturing Company Income Statement for Years Ended 1992
	and 1993

1992
1993
Sales
$109,848
$126,540
Cost of Goods Solda
68,068
72,834
Gross Profit
41,783
53,706
Expenses (Selling, Administrative, Interest,


Depreciation)
27,462
31,044
Profit before Tax
14,321
22,662
Taxes (45%)
6,444
10,198
Net Income
$ 7,877
$ 12,464
Earnings per Share (BPS)
7.88
12.46
Dividends per Share (DPS 49% of EPS)
3.86
6.11
a Determined as follows:


Beginning Inventory
$ 28,663
$ 27,462
Purchases
66,864
76,953
Goods Available for Sale
95,527
104,415
Ending Inventory
27,462
31,581
Cost of Goods Sold
$ 68,065
$ 72,834
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EXHIBIT 2 Wick Manufacturing Company Balance Sheet, December 31, 1992,  and December 31, 1993

1992
1993
Assets


Cash
$ 6,925
$ 8,185
Accounts Receivable
418
481
Inventory
27,462
31,581
Total Current Assets
34,805
40,247
Property, Plant, Equipment
14,328
16,477
Accumulated Depreciation
1,194
1,374
Net Property, Plant, Equipment
13,134
15,104
Total Assets
$47,939
$55,351
Liabilities and Stockholders' Equity


Accounts payable
4,537
5,218
Accrued Wages and Taxes
2,448
2,815
Total Current Liabilities
6,985
8,033
Long-Term Debt (12%)
5,134
5,134
Common Stock (1,000 Shares)
11,940
11,940
Paid-In Capital
5,970
5,970
Retained Earnings
17,910
24,274
Total Liabilities and Stockholders' Equity
$47,939
$55,351
EXHIBIT 3 Wick Manufacturing Company Statement of Retained Earnings
Retained Earnings Balance, December 31, 1992
plus Net Income, 1993
Less Dividends Paid,1993
Retained Earnings Balance, December 31, 1993
$17,910
	12,464
	(6,100)
$24,274
mined and relatively stable company policy but are declared by the board of directors in each dividend period.
The Balance Sheet
A balance sheet (Exhibit 2) shows the financial condition of the firm at a particular point in time. In the case of Wick Manufacturing Company, the balance sheets are -provided for the end of the calendar years 1992 and 1993. The calendar year and the firm's fiscal year (the accounting period that begins and ends at a particular time during the year, as determined by company management and at the end of which the annual reports are- issued) may not coincide. The assets shown in Exhibit 2 represent the means of production that
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EXHI8IT 4 Wick Manufacturing Company Statement of Changes in Financial Position,
	December 31, 1993
Sources .
Profit after Tax
Depreciation.
Total Sources
Uses
Dividends
Fixed Assets
Net Change in Working Capital
$12,464
180
$12,644
$ 6,101 2,149 4,394
$12,644
Analysis of Working Capital Changes Increase (Decrease) in Current Assets Cash
Accounts Receivable
Inventory
Total
Increase in Current Assets
Increase in Current Liabilities
Net Change in Working Capital
Increase (Decrease) in Current Liabilities
$1,260
	63
	U19
$5,442
"Accounts Payable Accruals
Total
$ 681
	367
$1,048
$5,442
	1,048
$4,394

are owned by the firm. The liabilities and equity represent the claims on these assets. That section shows all current liabilities and other debt items and the owner-supplied capital such as stockholders' equity. (The sum of common stock, retained earnings, and paid-in capital, which is dollars received for common stock in excess of par value, equals stockholders' equity.) The assets must equal the liabilities plus capital of the firm.
Statement of Retained Earnings
A firm has two uses for its profit (Exhibit 3). A portion is paid to the owners (equity holders) as dividends. The.reIl1aining profit is retained in the firm, thereby becoming a part, or perhaps all, of the financing for the assets of the firm. That part retained in the firm is added to the balance sheet item "retained earnings" at the end of each accounting period. This is an important way in which the income statement and balance sheet are interrelated.
Statement of Changes in Financial Position
A company's managers, its creditors, and other individuals or organizations will at some point be interested in a firm's liquidity. Liquidity refers to the ease with which an asset can be converted to cash. This would be most important to creditors, say, if the firm were to become bankrupt. The change in financial position, as well as the current financial position, relates directly to the question of liquidity. Exhibit 4 illustrates the
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uses of funds by Wick Manufacturing Company and the sources of funds between 1992 and 1993. The statement of changes in financial position is often referred to as a "source and use of funds" statement because it illustrates the origin or source of money used by the firm in a given time period. The following definitions may help to clarify the nature of sources and uses of funds.
A source of funds is an increase in the liability or capital account or a decrease in an asset account. A use of funds is a decrease in a liability or capital account or an increase in an asset account. For example, in Exhibit 2, Wick Manufacturing had an increase in accounts receivable of $63 ($481-$418) between year-end 1992 and year-end 1993. That was a use of funds of $63 for that period because Wick committed $63 in additional funds for that period to an asset. By contrast, the $681 increase in accounts payable for
the same period represents a source of funds for the firm because Wick's suppliers financed Wick's increased payables for that period.
The preparation of the sources and uses of funds statement begins with the selection of an interval of time, one fiscal year to the next, for example. Then the items that provided cash or require cash, for that time period, are compared. The result will be the effect of the "cash movement" upon working capital. Working capital is current assets and current liabilities collectively; net working capital  is current assets minus current liabilities.
A sources and uses of funds statement also permits the maturity of the sources and uses to be compared. It is necessary, in general, that the maturity of the source (short-term, such as an increase in accounts payable) be matched with the maturity of the use (short-term, such as an increase in inventory). Such maturity matching will likely lead to improved control over the firm's working capital. That improved control will likely reduce the level or frequency of borrowed funds.
SELECTED FINANCIAL RATIOS
The analysis of financial statements involves recognizing the information conveyed by each statement and the interrelationships among the statements. In addition, the time for which the statement is analyzed should be consistent if more than one type of statement is being reviewed. The information content of the financial statements can best be illustrated in terms of financial ratio analysis.
Financial ratio analysis is a means of reviewing financial data relative to some standard. That standard may be trend (activity over time) or industry comparison or both. The ratios may be divided into five categories: (1) current ratios, (2) debt ratios, (3) asset management ratios, (4) profitability ratios, and (5) market value ratios. The financial data presented for Wick Manufacturing Company will be used to illustrate the
 ratios used most by marketers: the liquidity ratios, the asset management ratios, and the
	profit to sales ratio.
Liquidity Ratios
As noted previously, a firm's liquidity is a major concern for anyone who has dollars invested in that firm or anticipates investment in the firm. Liquidity ratios indicate whether a firm has enough cash or other liquid assets to meet its short-term obligations.
Current Ratio The current ratio is equal to current assets divided by the current liabilities. Current assets are those assets that will be converted to cash within the near future, usually a year or less. Current liabilities are those liabilities that will likely be paid within a year's time. The current assets and liabilities are liquidated as a normal
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part of the firm's business activities. The current ratio is a direct measure of the firm's liquidity. For Wick Manufacturing the current ratios for 1992 and 1993 are as follows:
Current ratio = Current assets
                           Current liabilities

Current ratio1992
     = $34,805
                 $6,985
Currentratio1993                = $40,247
= 4.98 x
= 5.0 x
An interested party can immediately draw the following information from the company's current ratio: (1) if the firm had to liquidate (pay its creditors and cease operation), it would be able to cover each dollar owed in current liabilities with approximately $5 of  current assets. (2) Assuming an industry average of 4 times~ then Wick is 25 percent more liquid than the average firm in the industry. Therefore, Wick's current ratio is favorable.
Quick Ratio Again, the items on the balance sheet are arranged in descending order of liquidity-,if inventory (often the least-liquid of the current assets) is not a part of the firm's liquidity then we may calculate a "quick" ratio for Wick. The quick ratio is equal to ~e current assets, minus inventory, divided by total current liabilities, Thus, if Wick had to liquidate quickly it could still cover its current liabilities even if inventory were not readily convertible to cash. As with the current ratio, the quick ratio (sometimes called the acid-test ratio) can be compared to an industry average or to the firm's own performance during some prior period.
Quick ratio           =
'
	Current assets - inventory
Current liabilities
Current ratio1993  =	       $40,247 - $31,581
	                 $8,033	
                    =     1.08 x
Asset Management ratios
The asset management ratios illustrate the firm's effectiveness (relative to an industry or trend comparison) in managing its assets. In order for a firm's performance to be at maximum, the assets should be neither too high nor too low in terms of their dollar value as shown on the balance sheet. Excessive asset levels (e.g., inventory) will generally reduce the return on total assets, and inadequate asset levels may cause missed sales opportunities.
Average Collection Period (ACP) The ACP provides a view of the firm's management of its accounts receivable. Specifically, the ratio answers the question "How long have the receivables, on average, been outstanding?" Thus, the ratio provides an answer in number of days:
ACP = Accounts receivable
	Average sales per day
$481                   = 1.37 days
ACP1993 =            ($126P40/360 days)
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The foregoing ACP implies that Wick does virtually a II cashll business, meaning it has very little (1.37 days) lag time between the time a sale is made and the time of collection for that sale. If Wick's terms of sale are cash, then its ACP corresponds very closely to those terms. A very high number of days may indicate the firm is too liberal in its credit policies.
Inventory Utilization The inventory utilization ratio (sometimes called stock turnover) is sales divided by inventories:
Inventory utilization =   Sales
                                        Inventories
                          =   $126,540 = 4.01 x
Inventory utilization1993    $31,581 .
Again, the ratio of slightly over four times for Wick's inventory utilization may be compared to the industry average or to the company's trend data. It would be more representative of the month-by-month sales of the company's goods if the average inventory were used as the denominator in the foregoing ratio. Average inventory may be thought of as the addition of the beginning-of-the-year inventory plus the end-of-year inventory divided by 2. Other averaging techniques should be used if sales follow a seasonal pattern or a pattern that is other than evenly spread throughout the year.
Fixed Asset Utilization Many of the funds obtained by a firm to produce continued growth in sales and earnings are invested in fixed assets. The fixed asset utilization ratio tells us in very specific, comparative terms how well the fixed assets are being used as a means of generating sales. We see those assets shown as "property, plant, and equipment" on Wick's balance sheet:
Fixed asset utilization      =  Sales
                                          Net fixed assets

$126,540
8.38 x
Fixed asset utilization1993 = $15,104     = 
Profitability Ratios
The firm's profitability is important to every individual or organization connected in any way to the success of that firm. In the business media we hear or read about IIprofits," return on equity, and other references to a company's profitability. There are several ways to measure profitability.
Profit Margin One of the most commonly used measures is the profit margin on sales or the relationship of dollars of profit to dollars of sales:
Profit margin on sales = Net income
                                           Sales

Profit margin on sales1993 =  $12,464
                                              $126,540	
                               = 9.8%
Thus, for each dollar of sales made by Wick in 1993, 9.8 cents was profit after all expenses had been paid. The dividends to the firm's owners (stockholders) are paid
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from the 9.8 percent of profit, and the remainder becomes a part of the balance sheet
 item identified as "retained earnings." Retained earnings represent the accumulation of  the dollars reinvested in the business over the entire life of the firm.
	Return on Assets (ROA) This ratio measures company profitability as it relates
	to the total assets of the firm. It answers the question "How much profit is earned on
	each dollar of assets?"	.
ROA = Net income      
             Common equity
ROA1993 =    $12,464
                     $55,351
= 22.5%
Each dollar of assets earned Wick 22.5 cents in after-tax profit in 1993. That level of
return may be assessed against an industry average or Wick's previous years.	.
Return on Equity (ROE) Those who invest equity funds in the firm, the common stockholders, will obviously be interested in the profitability of their investment. If we are able to determine the profitability of assets (ROA) or of sales (profit margin), then it is also useful to compute the return on the equity portion of the firm's financing:
ROE =      Net income.
	Common equity
$12,464 = 29.5% ROE1993 = $42,184
From the profitability ratios, then, we may view profitability in terms of sales, assets, or equity. As before, industry and trend comparisons allow an evaluation to be made about the firm's effectiveness in any of these areas.
LIMITATIONS OF RATIO ANALYSIS
The financial ratios that have been discussed in the preceding sections provide valuable, easily interpreted information concerning a firm and the industry in which it operates. We see that much of what is illustrated by the ratios-profitability, asset management, and so on-depend upon certain reasonable similarities between the firm's financial condition and the industry in which it operates, or between the firm's present and past operating environments, or both.
If inflation were severe in the early or later years of a trend analysis, the trend comparison would be less meaningful. For example, abnormally higher inventory prices in a period may distort resulting inventory values and corresponding ratios. Another example would be more or less cash on hand based on the prevailing economic conditions or the expected economic conditions.
If the age of the assets owned by the company is less than is typical in the industry, certain ratios may also be affected. For example, if old assets, fully depreciated, are held by the industry, and the firm's assets are new, the firm's asset management ratios (e.g., fixed asset utilization) cannot be meaningfully compared to industry ratios.
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Therefore, when conducting a trend or industry comparison using financial ratios, the foregoing precautions must be taken into consideration. How to take such factors into consideration and to what extent require judgment relative to each situation. Such judgment is developed by the "learning-by-doing" method, based on the techniques presented in this note.
THE BREAK-EVEN POINT
The steps involved in assessing the break-even point (BEP) of a firm require the following: (1) Costs must be separated into one of two categories-fixed costs or variable costs. (2) The firm's production capacity must be known. (3).Equally important is a clear knowledge of the demand level for the product.
Once the foregoing factors are well understood, work can focus upon the breakeven analysis. The break-even analysis is merely a tool. It has relevance for the following functions:
a. Marketing
b. Capital acquisitions (property, plant, and equipment) 
c. Production
Marketing personnel are interested in break-even analysis because it provides the very valuable information necessary for comparing break-even volume to demand. If break-even volume is 100,000 units for a product <md the demand forecast is for 80,000 units, the product under most circumstances will be omitted from the firm's product line.
Much the same could be said for the capital budgeting analysts' use of break-even analysis. A combination of demand and break-even volume information will assist in the decision concerning whether new machinery or plant space should be acquired. Production personnel would use similar information as gathered by the other two functions for use in the production planning process.
The components of break-even analysis are fixed costs -(FC), variable costs (VC), and selling price per unit (SP). The formula for determining breakeven is:
BEP =   FC	 
            SP-VC
Data for the Garrison Engineering Company, a maker of precision, metal stressmeasuring devices, is provided in Exhibit 5 to illustrate the break-even concept.
The company developed a new metal X-ray device called product G-3. G-3 will sell for $300 per unit. The variable cost per unit to produce G-3 is $150. The company's cost accountants have, in addition to estimating variable costs, determined total fixed costs of production to be $1,200,000. What is the break-even point for G-3? That is, what number of units of the product must be produced and sold to just cover total costs?
 BEPG3 =  $1,200,000
                    $300-$150
	                       = 8,000 units
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EXHIBIT 5 Garrison Engineering Corporation-Sales Level, Cost, and Profit
1
2
3
4
5

6
Units
Variable
Fixed
Total
Total

Profit
Sold
Cost
Cost
Cost
Revenue

(Loss)
0
0
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
0
$(1,200,000)
4,000
600,000
1,200,000
1,800,000
$1,200,000

(600,000)
8,000
1,200,000
1,200,000
2,400,000
2,400,000

0
12,000
$1,800,000
$1,200,000
$3,000,000
$3,600;000
$
600,000
Eight thousand units of the G-3 device must be sold in order for the firm to break even on the product. Put differently, if 8,000 units are produced and sold, revenue will just cover total cost. Profit at 8,000 units will be zero. Exhibit 5, which illustrates costs and volume at various levels of production, further highlights the concept of the break-even point.
The information in Exhibit 5 permits an inspection of the interrelatedness of the sales and costs as they directly affect the profit or loss of the product. It may be equally useful to depict that interaction usi1}g a graphical representation as shown in Exhibit 6. The intersection of the sales revenue and total cost lines is the product's break-even point. Again, at the break-even sales level of 8,000 units of the G-3 device, total costs and total revenue are equal at $2,400,000. Profit is zero at the break-even point. As usual, the graph permits a more visual interpretation of the idea. A graph often facilitates a more immediate and clear understanding of the facts or assumptions at hand.
Break-Even Analysis and Risk
The concept of the break-even point is a risk assessment concept. Break-even analysis permits the firm's management to more clearly answer the following questions:
EXHIBIT 6: . Garrison Engineering Corporation Break-Even Chart
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(1) What quantity of a product must be sold in order to begin to earn a profit? (2) How likely is it that such a sales level will be reached? The break-even point permits a straightforward answer to the first question.
The second question can be answered with greater assurance if the weighted average probabilistic concepts are put to use. Sources from inside or outside the firm familiar with the sales prospects of the product can provide data and information on the likely sales level. Such information can easily be transformed into a weighted average level of sales. That sales level, along with pessimistic and optimistic sales levels, is then compared to the break-even volume. A decision is then possible as to whether to proceed with production.
For example, if the most likely (weighted average) sales level is 12,000 units, as in the case of Garrison, then the firm can see that reaching the break-even sales level is likely. If the weighted average demand for the product were 8,500 units, or even 9,000 units, then the chance of reaching the BEP would seem less likely. Such judgments, however, depend upon the probability distribution of the sales projections.
Contribution to Fixed Costs and Profit
To return to the actual dollar values in the break-even concept, the concept of contribution margin is important. When variable costs are covered by the selling price of an item, as in the case of product G-3, for example, the difference between the variable cost per unit and the selling price per unit is called the contribution margin-the amount above the variable cost that contributes to the coverage of fixed costs and profit.
If we consider Exhibits 5 and 6, sales of 8,000 units (the break-even point) allows coverage of the fixed costs. When the sales level goes beyond the break-even point, the $150 contribution margin contributes entirely to profits. Exhibit 6 illustrates an increasing profit level (the distance between the total cost and total revenue lines) as the sales level exceeds the break-even point.
Cash Break-Even Analysis
The discussion of break-even analysis to this point has focused upon variable and fixed costs without considering the composition of these costs. Not all the fixed costs call for an outlay of cash. Consider depreciation~ a common element of the firm's total fixed costs. Because depreciation is not a cash item, the break-even concept developed so far may represent an overstatement of the true break-even concept in terms of cash. If we again consider Exhibit 5, the fixed costs amount to $1,200,000. If we assume that 10 percent of the fixed costs is depreciation, then what is the break-even point on a cash basis? That is, what sales level must be achieved in order to cover the firm's cash needs? The answer would appear as follows:
Cash break-even = Fixed costs – non cash portion
                               selling price - variable cost per unit
=
                                      =     $1,200,000 - ($1,200,000 x .10) 
                                                       $300 - $150
                                   =        $1,080,000
	                                             $150
=
       =      7,200 units
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Thus, the break-even sales level necessary to cover the cash needs of production is 7,200 units, fewer than the 8,000 units needed to break even relative to total fixed costs.
What does it mean for the firm if it operates at say, 7,500 units of production above cash break-even but below the "total cost" break-even? The 7,500 unit operation level will sufficiently cover the firm's cash needs. The significance of the firm's operations being below total cost coverage depends upon the level of noncash charges in the total cost amount. If depreciation is greater than the total of any negative profits after tax, the firm is in no danger in the short run. Over the longer term, however, the cash benefit of the depreciation charge (Le., depreciation is charged against revenue but is not actually paid out, thus reducing the firm's tax liability) will be offset by fixed assets that need to be replaced or expanded. Therefore, the continued health of the firm depends upon pricing policies and cost control that will ensure operations above the BEP.
Generally, firms are concerned with the coverage of total fixed costs, because that approach conforms to reported income.
Before leaving the specific idea of break-even, it is important to note that the BEP formula will accommodate a desired profit level. For example, following the earlier illustration of a break-even point of 8,000 units for product G-3, suppose Garrison Engineering Company desired a 15 percent pretax profit on. the item. The BEP formula would be adjusted as follows:
	Break-even point, FC + 15% of FC
	with 15% profit requirement = sp - VC
	- $1,200,000(1.15)
	- $300 - $150
$1,380,000 = $150
= 9,200 units
	Thus, to generate a 15 percent pretax profit, in addition to achieving the break.
even sales level, the company must achieve a sales level of 9,200 units. .
The concept of a break-even level of sales is important for many decision makers in the firm. Marketing will be interested in the concept of break-even when the question of new-product introduction arises. Marketing personnel are usually the first to know what the likely demand for a product will be, based upon the general economic and industry analysis that is a part of market research. Such information will be shared and coordinated with production personnel. Also, it is often necessary that those responsible for "capital budgeting" be brought into the planning process as new depreciable assets are needed for production.
The advantages of the break-even concept are many and varied. Once the idea of breakevei1 is clearly understood (i.e., its components defined and measured and properly assembled), it can be used in many situations within the firm. It must be remembered, however, that it is only a tool and as such is subject to revision as the items included in the calculation change based upon the experiences of the firm. The breakeven concept refers to a relationship among costs, fixed and variable, and production level. In general, added fixed costs will increase the break-even point. Beyond the break-even point, however, the sales-to-profit relationship is magnified.
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Appendix C: Presenting Cases Orally.
Gary F. Kohut and Carol M. Baxter
The methods for communicating information orally are similar whether you are presenting to a large or a small group, to your classroom peers, or to a business audience. Regardless of the audience or the type of presentation, effective oral presentations involve three major steps; planning, organizing, and delivering the information.
Planning the Presentation
Before you can plan your presentation effectively, you must determine the type of presentation you are making, analyze your audience, conduct your research, and. consider the logistics of the speaking site.
Types of Presentations
Generally, oral presentations are divided into two broad categories: informative and persuasive. Informative presentations convey information or ideas, whereas persuasive presentations sell an idea or a product to an audience. Informative presentations include progress reports, instructions, and explanations. For example, you may need to convey the status of a new product that is being. developed; you might discuss past progress, current developments, and work yet to be done. At other times, you may need to train employees on techniques for conducting telephone surveys or leading focus groups.
Many presentations in marketing are persuasive. For example, you may need to convince individuals to contribute to a charitable organization's fund drive. On other occasions, you may need to sell a promotional campaign to a client, persuade a customer to purchase a product or to frequent a particular place of business, or you may need to influence the buying decisions of your organization. In case analysis, you are attempting to persuade your audience to understand the logic of your arguments and accept your recommendations.
Types of Appeal
Three appeals are used in persuasion: the ethical, the emotional, and the logical. The ethical appeal addresses an individual's or an organization's credibility. It is impossible to separate the speaker's effect on an audience from the content of a message. lf listeners regard the speaker highly, they will adopt a more favorable attitude toward the product or service than if they have a negative impression of the person. Consequently, a speaker must bring to the platform a strong, positive, personal style. Credibility hinges on believability; you may have a high ethical appeal with members of an audience if they perceive you to have acted with integrity in the past. If you have acted rudely, unethically, or un-
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professionally toward the audience, your ethical appeal will be very low. Many characteristics such as honesty, dependability, and expertise help to develop credibility. Although it takes some time to establish credibility, it takes only an instant to lose it.
The emotional appeal uses the audience's motivations to change their thinking or behavior. Because emotion provokes action, speakers often seek to arouse the feelings of their listeners. The emotional appeal is characterized by the use of fear, sympathy, love, jealousy, desire for attention, or a host of other emotions to persuade the audience. To use the emotional appeal, first analyze the specific emotions to which the audience will respond. Then determine which words, pictures, or actions will best evoke the desired emotion. Once members of the audience are drawn into the persuasion by the emotional "hook," it is easy to ask them to take action to meet the need or to satisfy the emotion that was touched. Speakers should be aware, however, that attempts .to arouse emotions excessively can lead to a rejection of their arguments by an audience. The emotions should not be aroused beyond believable or common-sense levels.
The logical appeal draws on a person's ability to think and reason. This appeal uses good reasons to show members of an audience why they should change their opinions or actions. The reasoning process and the supporting materials used to give credence to an argument comprise the elements of the logical appeal. For example, if you needed to persuade an audience to buy a compact auto, you might stress fuel efficiency, style, and dependability. Another example is in industrial advertising. Such ads show purchasing agents how products work and how they can benefit the purchasing company. Because the purchasers are not buying the product for their own use, the emotional appeal would not work as it does in consumer advertising.
Audience Analysis
You will give your presentation to a specific audience, so you need to analyze that audience carefully. Audience analysis is a method of examining the knowledge, interests,
. and attitudes of the people who will hear your presentation. Your analysis will help you determine how to organize your material, select supporting information, choose the appropriate wording, and select or produce appropriate visual aids.
Some considerations in analyzing your audience include the size of the group, their knowledge about the subject, their interest in the material, their predisposition toward the information, and their relationship to you. Every audience is unique. The differences among people cause every presentation to be different. Individuals have different perceptions based on personal experiences that influence their attitudes about any subject. Understanding these predispositions will prevent you from making assumptions that may offend the audience.	
For example, if your audience is made up of individuals aged 60 to 70, do not automatically assume that they would be interested in denture adhesives, laxatives, and Big Band music. On the other hand, if your audience is made up of people aged 20 to 30, do not assume, by virtue of their age, that they would be interested in rock music, fashion, and alcoholic beverages.
We may look at individuals as members of a group and categorize them accordingly, but we should also look for those things that make each individual member unique. For example, if we know an audience appreciates details, we may include more than the usual details in our message.
The more you know about the members of an audience, the better you can predict what will appeal to them. For instance, avoid using examples that audience members
cannot understand because they have not experienced them. Because experience is such
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an important factor in understanding an audience, you would not use the same explanations and examples with an audience who had children as with an audience made up entirely of childless people. When aI.1alyzing an audience, ask yourself, What does this
group want, need, or expect from me?	.
Gather Information
Your effectiveness as a speaker depends on what you say about the topic you have selected. For case analysis presentations, a thorough understanding of the case is crucial. Knowing where to look is a starting point for finding the best possible information on your topic. Sometimes the information will come from your own knowledge, experience, or research. At other times you may use information collected by others such as census data, sales records, inventory records, or pricing information. Furthermore, information from electronic data bases provides current data that may enhance the quality of your presentation.
Your credibility as a speaker will be largely determined by the quality of the information you present. For example, if you are talking about recent trends, data from the 1980 census would damage your credibility. Conversely, year-ta-date sales records would be beneficial to an audience that needs to establish sales goals for the forthcoming year.
Logistics of the Speaking Site
Before you can organize your presentation, you must consider some logistical concerns.
First, you need to know where you will make the presentation. Will it be made in a conference room, in a traditional classroom, a large auditorium, an office, or a dining hall? The location of your presentation will determine the kind of delivery and the types of visual aids you will use as well as how you set up the room. Some guidelines for setting up the speaking site are:
1. Arrange seating so that every member of the audience can see and hear you. The horseshoe arrangement is preferred if the room and the size of the audi
	ence will allow for it.	.
2. Check the lighting, temperature, and noise level of the site to ensure that your audience will be comfortable. Avoid high traffic areas, such as a room next to a kitchen, that may distract your audience.
3. Check any equipment you intend to use to be sure that it can be easily viewed or heard by your audience. Remember, if anything can go wrong, it generally
will. Therefore, try to anticipate any problems before they occur. For example, when using any kind of projected visual aids, you should carry an extra bulb or have alternate visual aids in case the equipment breaks down. If you are speaking at a site that you have not visited previously, you may even want to bring an extension cord and an adaptor plug, tape, push pins, or other supplies that may not be available at the site.
Organizing the Presentation
In an oral presentation, your audience may not have the opportunity to refer to written material; therefore, you must structure the information so that it is very easy to understand the first time it is heard. Every effective presentation has an introduction, body, and conclusion. We suggest that you prepare a written outline of the information you want to include in these three parts.
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Introduction
People tend to remember the beginning and the end of presentations, so a strong introduction is necessary. An introduction should fulfill three purposes: (1) gain the audience's attention, (2) establish rapport or goodwill with the audience, and (3) introduce the audience to the topic. Introductions may include the following:
"
1. A reference to the event or the occasion
2. A brief story that relates to the topic
3. A quotation by a recognized authority on the subject
4. A thought-provoking question that requires the audience members to partici
pate by answering the question or to get involved by raising their hands
5. A startling statement; it mayor may not be a statistic
6. A personal story or reference about the topic
7. A joke
Remember, your introduction should relate to the topic and set the stage for the next part of the introduction. Once you have successfully chosen an attention-getting statement, tell the audience the purpose of your presentation by stating the thesis. The thesis is a statement -that tells what you want to accomplish in the presentation. Although the introduction is designed to get the audience members to think about the topic, you must be sure that they understand what you intend to do with the topic. The thesis statement helps focus the entire presentation. Below are examples of thesis statements from two team members making a case analysis presentation to the class:
Speaker One: Our team believes that consumer tastes are changing and the steak-only-menu restaurants share of the dining out market will continue to decline.
Speaker Two: Our team proposes an alternative marketing strategy for the regional steak-only-menu restaurant chain that will better position it with respect to the changing tastes of the dining-out market.
The attention span of an audience varies from one occasion to the next. Therefore, keep your audience attuned to what you are saying by previewing the main points of your presentation. Below are two examples of previews that come after the thesis statements of the case analysis team members:
Steak-only restaurants' share of the dining out market will continue to decline because (1) consumers have become more health conscious, (2) there is a decline in the consumption of red meat because of concerns over cholesterol, (3) people are eating "lighter," and (4) there is an increasing number of alternative restaurants.
The regional steak-only-menu restaurant chain should change its marketing strategy by redefining its target market, expanding its menu options, and engaging in a promotional campaign to inform customers of the new positioning.
Later, during the body of the presentation, you will develop in more detail each point mentioned in the preview.
Speaker One:
Speaker Two:
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Body
Various methods are available to develop the body of each of the presentations used in
the examples above. Below are some common ones:
1. Use statistics or other facts
2. Cite quotations or expert testimony
3. Employ examples, real or hypothetical
4. Refer to personal experiences
5. Use comparisons, contrasts, or analogies to experiences the audience has had
Conclusion
A presentation can have an excellent introduction and body but still not be effective. Good speakers must leave a favorable impression in the minds of members of the audience. An effective conclusion can accomplish this objective. Conclusions can be developed in a number of ways:
1. Summarize your main points
2. Ask the audience to take some action such as buying your product or service
	or contributing to a particular cause	.
3. Recall the story, joke, or anecdote in the introduction and elaborate on it or
	draw a "lesson" from it
Now that you have structured your presentation, you must find ways to enhance it further. Visual aids are the tools to accentuate the information you want to share.
Visual Aids
Because we live in a visually oriented society, we expect to see as well as hear information. Therefore, effective speakers show as well as tell their points. Two broad categories of visual aids are available to enhance presentations. One category, direct viewing visuals, includes such things as real objects, models, flip charts, diagrams and drawings, photographs, and handouts. The second category, projected visuals, includes transparencies, slides, and videotapes.	..
Visual aids attract and hold attention, clarify the meaning of your points, emphasize ideas, or prove a point. Several factors must be considered in selecting the appropriate visual aid:
1. The constraints of the topic. Some topics will limit your choice of visual aids. For example, if you were explaining how a large robot operates, you would probably use a videotape of the robot in operation. A scaled-down model of the robot may not be as effective because the scope and movement of the machinery may be a persuasive point. Similarly, a drawing or photograph of the robot would be the least effective visual aid.
2. The availability of the equipment. If the speaking site does not have an overhead projector, you could not use transparencies. Similarly, if the site does not have an electrical outlet near the podium, you would not be able to use a projected visual. Always check to see what equipment is available or bring your own.
3. The cost of the visual. If your budget is very small, a transparency, flip chart, or a handout may be preferable to the more elaborate types of visual aids such as slides or videotapes.
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4. The difficulty of producing the visual. H you have only two days to prepare for your presentation, it may be impossible to assemble a scale model of a home interior or process slides of a manufacturing operation.
5. The appropriateness of the visual to the audience. The type of audience and the nature of the presentation affect the choice of visual aids. Some charts, graphs, and diagrams may be too technical for anyone but specialists to grasp. Detailed and complicated tables and charts that require considerable time to digest should be avoided. When in doubt, keep your visuals short and simple.
6. The appropriateness of the visual to the speaker. Visual aids require skill for their effective presentation. A person must be able to write legibly and draw wellproportioned diagrams to use a flip chart. Projected visuals require skill in handling slides, videotape, or film. H you do not feel comfortable with a particular visual medium, do not use it.
7. The appropriateness of the visual to the time limit. The speaker should carefully check the time required to display and explain a visual aid to make sure the main ideas of the presentation will not be neglected. Any visual aid that needs too much explanation should be avoided. An appropriate visual aid should be simple; clear, and brief.
Once you have planned and organized the content of your presentation and prepared your visual aids, you are ready to deliver your presentation.
Delivering the Presentation
The delivery of a presentation is mainly determined by the situation, the audience, and the speaker. The formality or informality of the situation greatly affects delivery. The more formal it is, the fewer gestures and movements speakers make. They limit them
selves more to their position behind the lectern and use a more emphatic speaking style.
In very informal situations, speakers are free to move away from the podium.	.
The available equipment will also determine delivery. For instance, if the size of the audience necessitates a microphone, speakers should not move away from the microphone. They may also need to adapt themselves to various tables or other unusual speaking platforms that will hold their notes, visuals, or other forms of support.
The larger the audience, the louder speakers must talk unless there is a microphone. Likewise, eye contact is more challenging with large groups. Generally, delivery to small groups can be more informal and conversational.
-'
Types of Delivery
There are several methods' for delivering material to an audience and each has its unique advantages. The four methods of delivery are (1) impromptu, (2) manuscript, (3) memorized, and (4) extemporaneous.
Impromptu delivery requires speaking spontaneously on a topic. This type of delivery is generally inappropriate for technical or complex material because you may forget crucial information if the presentation has not been carefully planned. Impromptu delivery is often used at social occasions such as introductions at an after-dinner speaking engagement or at a professional meeting.
Manuscript delivery requires that the speaker read from a prepared text. This type of delivery is ineffective in most presentations because audiences generally prefer more eye contact (they also dislike having material read to them). However, manuscript delivery is a must in one particular situation: when a crisis has occurred. For example, if
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someone dies as a result of a tampered product, the media will immediately "look for the story." The spokesperson for the organization should never deliver the information in an impromptu manner. Rather, the response should be carefully prepared and read to the media because any misstatement in such a situation could result in litigation against the organization.
Memorized delivery is self-explanatory. In most cases it should be discouraged because memorized presentations usually sound "canned" rather than natural. However, this type of delivery might be appropriate in situations where the presentation will be only a few minutes long, such as a short advertisement.
Extemporaneous delivery is the preferred approach for most presentations. This type of delivery involves using notes or an outline to deliver your information. The speaker should talk in a conversational tone but refer periodically to notes to be sure that all the information is covered.
Practicing the Delivery
Preparation influences a speaker's delivery. A speaker who is well prepared and has something valuable to communicate will be more comfortable physically and vocally. If speakers are unsure of themselves and the material, they may be tempted to read word for word from their outline. Being too self-conscious or nervous can cause physical and vocal qualities and mannerisms that detract from the message. Too much concern with the ideas and too little with the audience will also hinder a speaker's delivery. Practicing aloud what you want to say will give you confidence.	.
	Delivery is not something added to a speech but a part of it. Consider the follow-
ing when delivering a presentation:
	1. Focus on the specific purpose. Effective speakers know what they want from an
	audience and, therefore, should avoid such distractions as fiddling with a pen
	or pencil, scratching the nose, playing with hair, and jingling coins.
	2. Work toward being heard and understood. A speaker's voice must be loud enough
	to be heard in the very last r0W. Pronunciation and articulation must be distinct.
	3. Convey enthusiasm. An essential part of delivery is to keep the audience listen-
	ing. One way of conveying enthusiasm is to vary the qualities of the voice such
	as volume, rate, and pitch. Movements and gestures should also be varied.
4. Stress the main points. Some points in a speech are more important than others. If all ideas are spoken in exactly the same way, the importance of your key points will suffer. A slower speaking rate, a pause before and after an idea, a shift in body position, an increase or decrease in volume are only a few of the many ways to emphasize points through delivery.
5. Involve your audience. Each member of the audience should feel that the
speaker is imparting information to her/him personally. Consequently, eye contact is a critical part of effective delivery. The speaker should look at all audience members, talking to each one from time to time but to no particular person or segment of the audience for a prolonged time.
Establishing Credibility
Credibility is crucial to effective presentations. As mentioned earlier, credibility refers to the confidence an audience has in a speaker. Several factors work together to determine credibility, including the speaker's enthusiasm, expertise, and trustworthiness.
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Enthusiasm is projected through tone of voice, eye contact, and energy. Obviously, the major ways speakers can display these characteristics are by believing in the subject and acting as if they enjoy conveying the information. For example. a sincere smile at the beginning of a presentation sets the tone for both the speaker and the audience.
Expertise is conveyed through the accuracy of your information, the amount of experience you have had with the subject, and the confidence with which you speak. Make sure you check your facts before you communicate them to the audience.
Trustworthiness refers to whether the speaker is perceived as biased. Consistency in conveying information over a period of time is important to establishing trust with an audience.
"
Controlling Speech Anxiety
One factor that detracts from credibility is excessive nervousness. Most speakers are nervous, but they have learned techniques for handling the condition so that there are few outward signs of anxiety. Several techniques are recommended for managing speech anxiety:
1. Avoid taking medications that will dry your mouth and produce more anxiety 
2. Practice deep breathing exercises just before speaking to reduce your anxiety 
3. Reduce tension by squeezing your hand into a fist and releasing it, tensing
your leg muscles and releasing them, or stretching your facial muscles with exaggerated expressions
Using Your Visuals Effectively
Although visual aids enhance presentations, poor use of them can actually hurt your
credibility. Some guidelines for using visual aids are as follows:
1. Avoid turning your back on the audience while you look at a visual aid; talk to
	the audience, not to the visual aid.
2. Show the visual aid only when you are using it; otherwise, the audience may be distracted from what you are saying. For example, if you are using transparencies, cover everything except the information you are talking about at the moment.
3. Refrain from removing the visual before the audience members have had an opportunity to look at the information for themselves. Also, avoid talking about something on a visual aid after you have put it aside.
4. Organize the visuals in the order in which you will use them so you will ap-
	pear prepared and confident when using them.
Managing Nonverbal Communication
Nonverbal communication enhances or detracts from the credibility you have worked to establish. Several dimensions of nonverbal communication include (1) kinesics, the way people use their bodies to communicate; (2) proxemics, the way people use space to communicate; and (3) paralanguage, the way people use their voice to enhance the
verbal message.	.
When making presentations, two of the most important types of kinesic behavior are gestures and eye contact. Speakers are rarely credible when they stand rigidly be-
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hind a podium, grasp it as if it were a crutch, and seldom glance from their notes to look at the audience. Similarly, poor posture, hands in pockets, and playing with objects such as chalk or pointers lessen a speaker's impact.
Speakers who recognize that "space communicates" will use it wisely. For example, if an audience is very small, it may be better to sit at the head of the group rather than standing to deliver your information. Also, if you are conveying unfavorable information, it may be better to stand close to the audience as if to appear sincere and
understanding. ..
Aspects of the voice that affect credibility include volume, rate, pitch, tone, and voice quality. The "sound" of the voice (voice quality) such as raspiness or a nasal whine evokes images in the mind of listeners; however, it is very difficult to change the voice quality you have. On the other hand, tone, pitch, rate, an~ volume are easily controlled. For example, a person who has a monotone can make the voice seem less monotonous by saying some words softly and others quite loudly. Even though the speaker's tone has not changed, the audience perceives that the tone is varied. Pitch is often associated with nervousness. Speakers should start speaking at the lowest pitch they can achieve, because a lower pitch is generally viewed as more credible in our culture.
Handling Questions from the Audience
Some speaking situations require that the speaker give the audience an opportunity to ask questions. At other times, the speaker may simply want to involve the audience by following a presentation with a question-and-answer session. Whether. or not you. use this procedure depends on the occasion, the audience, and the amount of time available. You can use this procedure to reinforce key points and gain acceptance of your ideas. Any question-and-answer period should be well organized and brief. To make the most of the available time, follow these guidelines:
1. Ask for questions in a positive way. For instance, you could say, "Who has the first question?" If no one asks a question, you may say, "You may be wondering..." or "I am often asked..." After supplying an answer to the question you have asked, you may ask, " Are there any other questions?
2. Look at the entire audience when answering a question. You are addressing
	everyone, not just the person asking the question.
3. Keep your answers concise and to the point; do not give another speech. You
	risk losing the audience's attention as well as discouraging further questions.
4. Cut off a rambling questioner politely. If the person starts to make a speech without getting to the question, wait until he or she takes a breath and then interrupt with, "Thanks for your comment. Next question." Then look to the other side of the room.
5. Remain in control of the situation. Establish a time limit for questions and answers and announce it to the audience before the questions begin. Anticipate the types of questions your audience may ask and think how you will answer. Never lose your temper as you respond to someone who is trying to make you look bad. You may respond with something like, "I respect your opinion even though I don't agree with it." Then restate your response to the issue.
Your presentation does not end when you finish your speech, so your credibility can be enhanced or lost in the question-and-answer period. Prepare intelligently and establish strategies for handling difficult situations.
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Closing Comments
Developing the skills needed to present your point of view in a convincing manner is essential to reaching your personal and career goals. Presenting information orally is a challenging task. However, if you follow the guidelines we have suggested, your presentation will be rewarding to both you and your audience.
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